spa knowledge

Philosophy of life

philosophy

All DORISSIMA products reflect Doris Brugger´s view of life
• feminity/sensuality: the natural seductiveness and sensuality that is inherent to
		
every woman (and man) should be emphasized naturally
• agelessness:
		

the philosophy of life is not aimed at a certain age group
and knows no age limit

• open-mindedness:
		

be open and interested in everything that is new and make
this the essence of your own style

• purist luxury:
		
		
		

luxury is not "gold and glamour" - it is having the time to
indulge in exclusive materials, to withdraw from the flood of
stimuli in everyday life and to give in to enjoyable, basic
sensuality

• new way of life:
		

return to the original, inherent strenght which is your very
own and the strongest oasis of tranquility

• independence:

go your way, be determined without being egoistic or egocentric

• flexibility:

be flexible without betraying your principles but go your way

Doris Brugger

-

spa lines

-

Three worlds of absolute naturalness, spirituality, sensuality and pure luxury

-

-

-

With a holistic approach to body, mind and soul, DORISSIMA d1 - d7 Body & Massage Oils,
DORISSIMA d1 - d7 Beauty Packs and d1 - d7 Herbal Teas don´t just nurture. Theirs is an
overall holistic effect promoted through the use of natural essential oils, aromas and colours
in particular. Moreover the old knowledge of the seven energy centers in the body is applied
perfectly
All the ingredients in the DORISSIMA d1 - d7 Spa-Lines are pure natural products: nourishing
oils, natural aroma essences and natural colourings. This makes DORISSIMA one of the few
providers of truly natural cosmetic products

DORISSIMA

CHAKRAS

ORGANIC ALPS ORGANIC GEMS

body & massage oil

Harmonizing, stimulating, leveraging or calming.
With DORISSIMA d1 - d7 Body & Massage Oil it is possible to find the appropriate elixir
for everybody
The holistic concept joins the knowledge about the effects of the colours, perfumes and
fragrances, natural aroma essences and nourishing oils. This particular combination
creates a noticeable synergetic effect
Body, mind and soul come in balance. Life energy flows through the body
Reaching the inner self

100 ml glass bottle

-

beauty pack

-

herbal tea

Natural beauty is truly three-dimensional. It is based on the interaction of body, mind and soul

d1 Power-Stamina

The DORISSIMA d1 - d7 Beauty Packs/Body Creams as part of the DORISSIMA holistic concept
not only have excellent smoothing properties but also have positive effects on the mental well-being

d2 Energy-Vitality

DORISSIMA d1 - d7 Beauty Packs/Body Creams are complementary to the Body & Massage Oils.
Precious and beneficial ingredients such as Shea Butter, Honey, Tiger Gras, Vitamin E, Jojoba Oil,
Hyaluronate, Orange and Roseflower Extracts give the skin a comforting treat
DORISSIMA beauty packs – the spiritual and sensual experience

APPLE, BEAN POD, CHICORY ROOT, LEMON ROOT, STINGING NETTLE, DANDELION, COUCH GRASS ROOTS, CAMOMILE FLOWER,
AROMA, GREEN OATS, CALENDULA FLOERS, MULTIVITAMINS, BLACKTHORN FLOWERS
APPLE SLICES, ROOIBOS, BLACKBERRY LEAVES, ORANGE PEEL, LEMONGRAS, CORIANDER, NATURAL AROMA

d3 Spontaneity-Self-confidence

TULSI HERB, GREEN ROOIBOS, LEMONGRAS, AROMA, CORNFLOWER

d4 Creativity-Love

PEPPERMINT, NANAMINT, ORANGE PEEL, GINGER, CACAO PEEL, CACTUS FLOWERS

d5 Communicative powers-Concentration

ROOIBOS, ORANGE PEEL, VERBENA, CARROT, STINGING NETTLE LEAVES, ANIS, FENNEL, CARAWAY, GREEN TEA, SENCHA (ORGANIC),
SPINACH, BLACKTHORN FLOWERS, BEETROOT, MAGNESIUM CARBONATE, MAGNESIUM CITRATE

d6 Intuition-Imagination

TULSI HERB, GREEN ROOIBOS, GINGER, CINNAMON BARK, VERBENA, LAVENDER, AROMA, RED ROSEBUDS, CAMOMILE FLOWERS

200 ml glass jar

d7 Understanding of myself

WHITE TEA, WITH SLIGHTLY GREEN BROWN LEAVES

100g box

Siddhartha luxury line
Siddhartha
Siddhartha
Siddhartha
Siddhartha
Siddhartha
Siddhartha

– dive into the world of India

honey salt oil scrab 200 ml
silk body powder 200 ml
body peeling 200 ml
body lotion 200 ml
bath & body gel 200 ml
natural candle

Siddhartha beauty pack
The aphrodisiac beauty pack complements the Body & Massage Oil. The beneficial and precious
ingredients such as Shea Butter, Honey, Tiger Gras, Vitamin E, Jojoba Oil, Hyaluronate, Orange
and Rose Flower Extracts give the skin a comforting treat combined with the unique
DORISSIMA-SIDDHARTHA scent — A really holistic treatment product

Siddhartha body & massage oil
Siddhartha – dive into the world of India
The aphrodisiac beauty bath oil – made according to tradition and ancient oriental formulae
that use the original powers of human seduction. A mysterious combination of ancient
wisdom and modern scientific findings
A holistic treatment product
A Siddhartha oil energy massage creates feelings of pleasure with aphrodisiac flavour
and has an extraordinarily positive effect on the human immune system. The organism
rejuvenates due to the enhanced production of special endorphines

100 ml glass bottle

Siddhartha bath oil

trilogy

Siddhartha – dive into the world of India

DORISSIMA NARZIß Eau de Toilette 60 ml
A fresh, woody, spicy Eau de Toilette containing Estragon, Armoise, Sage, Cistrose, Cedarwood,
Calmus, Vetiver, Tonka, Fig leaves. For the contemporary man and loved by power women

The aphrodisiac beauty bath – a bath oil for the special moments of relaxation. Just let go and
enjoy. Ideal to join in a massage. Contains Jojoba Oil, natural plant extracts and the unique
DORISSIMA-SIDDHARTHA scent
A really holistic treatment product

100 ml glass bottle

DORISSIMA GOLDMUND Eau de Parfum 60 ml
This feminin, bewitching, seductive Eau de Parfum based on the popular DORISSIMA scent
contains Rose, Iris root, Benzoe, Sandalwood, Musk, Powdery Carnation, Balsamic notes,
Bay pepper
DORISSIMA SIDDHARTHA Aphrodisiac parfum oil 60 ml
The aphrodisiac parfum oil - made according to traditional and ancient oriental formulae that
use the original powers of feminine seduction. A mysterious combination of ancient wisdom
and modern scientific findings. Contains Jojoba Oil, Vanilla, Tonka bean, Iris roots, Grapefruit

Touch your soul

Feel your soul

Live your soul

